Falk
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEM [UAS]
COST-EFFECTIVE AND RISK-REDUCING DATA ACQUISITION

THE FUTURE IS
UNMANNED
The Falk UAS is a multipurpose unmanned aircraft system with the
ability to carry a diverse suite of sensors and payloads serving user
needs.
Usually, operators in need of an UAS for test-
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Performance

The Falk UAS has redundant communication for beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) operations. A customiza-

Flight time (battery): 		

3 hr

Flight time (combustion): 		

8-10 hr

Empty weight: 			

15.0 kg

ble combination of VHF/UHF, C-BAND and 4G sys-

Max Payload weight: 		

tems provides communication range and bandwidth

MTOW:				

needed for most missions. For areas where no other
systems provide coverage, Iridium Satellite communications are used.

7.0 kg
25.0 kg

Max climb rate:			

1200 fpm

Operational ceiling:		

20000 ft.

Dimensions (wing/length):

3.2 m

Vcruise:				

25 m/s

Vmax:				

40 m/s

Vstall:				

14 m/s

FALK COMPONENTS

01

WIDE SELECTION OF PAYLOADS

03

AIR SAFETY

02

ALL WEATHER CAPABILITIES

04

VEHICLE CONTROL STATION

05

DUAL UAS OPERATIONS

01 WIDE SELECTION OF PAYLOADS
Payload options include EO/IR camera sensor systems, LIDAR, and broadband communication relay systems. The UAS can also carry cargo from
point to point when speed of delivery is critical.
02 ALL WEATHER CAPABILITIES
Designed to be used in marine arctic weather conditions, the Falk can be delivered with a range of systems to ensure it keeps operating in rain,
snow and wind all year. Catapult launch ensures flexibility in weather and operation site selection.
03 AIR SAFETY
Transponder integration: ADS-B transponder, enabling all ADS-B equipped aircraft, as well as all ATC units with radar or ADS-B to know the
position, speed and heading of the RPAS using their existing systems. Use of airplane approved components whenever available increases
reliability and fault tolerance of the Falk. All components have faced intensive testing, both individually and together as a complete platform.
04 VEHICLE CONTROL STATION
The VCS is a ground control station integrating all components required for UAS operations. Integrated air band VHF connecting the operators to
other air traffic as well as each other through a wireless intercom system simplifies operations. The control station establishes a dedicated work
area for the pilot.Communication links are added in the form of external modules that all connect through standardized connectors. All links are
merged into one in order to simplify flight operations for the internal pilot.
05 DUAL UAS OPERATIONS
Flying multiple UAS simultaneously enables efficient operations: collecting more data in a shorter amount of time, utilizing the benefits of
payloads positioned in different locations at the same time, or using different payloads in joint operations.

UNMANNED SYSTEMS
COST-EFFECTIVE AND RISK-REDUCING DATA ACQUISITION

A LEADER IN UNMANNED SOLUTIONS
Maritime Robotics is a leading provider of innovative unmanned solutions for maritime operations and data acquisition.
The company develops and delivers Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), Moored Balloon Systems (MBS) as well as
Unmanned Surface Vehicle Systems (USV). Our main markets are geophysical surveying, oil & gas, environmental
monitoring, and the defence/security market. With technology developed in close collaboration with civilian,
governmental and military partners, Maritime Robotics focuses on delivering high-quality system solutions and
products that are cost effective, reduce HSE risk exposure and are highly deployable, in any conditions.
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